
The 'FlashMarket' is the monthly market news issued by the World Association of Beet and Cane Growers to its members

data from 03/08/2020 to 28/08/2020

First week of Last week of

August-20 August-20

Oct 20 373,8 362,3 -11,5 -3,1%

Dec 20 373,1 367,3 -5,8 -1,5%

Mar 21 371,5 371,2 -0,3 -0,1%

May 21 373,7 375,3 1,6 0,4%

Oct 20 12,73 12,68 -0,05 -0,4%

Mar 21 13,31 13,31 0,00 0,0%

May 21 13,01 13,06 0,05 0,4%

Jul 21 12,68 12,77 0,09 0,7%

Oct 20 280,6 279,6 -1,0 -0,4%

Mar 21 293,4 293,3 0,0 0,0%

May 21 286,9 287,9 1,0 0,4%

Jul 21 279,5 281,5 2,0 0,7%

Premium Oct 20-Oct 20 93,2 82,6 -10,5 -11,3%
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August: a flat month, hiding substantial changes

At the end of August, raw sugar was at the same level as at the beginning. The new equilibrium now seems around 12.5-13.0 cts/lb, kept here by
speculators who are still net-buyers of around 6.8 Mt of sugar.
But the impact of this stability is felt differently around the world. Take a look at the graph (p. 3): for the Brazilians, as the Real dropped by a further 4
%, sugar value went, for a while, over 1,600 BRL/t. This is a highest since November 2016, when raw sugar in US$ was over 21 cts/lb! This clearly
explains why, during the first half of August, almost 48 % of the cane was used to produce sugar instead of ethanol (to be compared with only 36 % last
year at the same period).
And this happened despite the fact that ethanol in Brazil gained 7 % in Real and seemed to erase the drop caused by Covid (p. 4). So it can be said for
ethanol that all the indexes are positive (p. 4): +14 % in USA and +18 % in Europe, where it reached a record-high (over 75 €/hl), due to strong demand
and poor availability. Oil increased slightly (+2 to +3%) but remained under 50 US$/barrel.
Apart from the Brazilians, other producers suffered this month, due to the increase in currency compared to a weaker US$: between +2 and +3% in
Mexico and in South Africa.
The white premium went back to a more normal rate, around 80 US$/t (p. 3), which meant a drop in white sugar value by 3%.
There has been no big news on fundamentals this month, but there has been major news from our British colleagues: NFU has drawn up a contract with
their colleagues from British Sugar allowing beet growers to link their beet prices to sugar futures. Up to now we had one example of this in the cane
sector in Australia. Here is another one, in UK, proving that innovation in contractual relationships within the trade can still be done in the sugar sector!
Well done!


